SPECIAL SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS

See the PO/Contract for special shipping instructions. If direct/diverted shipment is indicated, the items ordered on this PO/Contract are sold to MDC - Transport Aircraft, Long Beach, California, Seller shall comply with the following additional requirements:

1. Reference MDC’s customer, PO/Contract number and the applicable line item of the PO/Contract on all shipping documents.

2. Do not reflect MDC’s procurement price/cost on shipping documents

3. Include with shipping documents verification of inspection, serial number and other identifying information, if available, following accomplishment of Source Inspection or FAA inspection, as applicable, at Seller’s facility if such inspection is required by the PO/Contract.

4. For all shipments of commercial spare parts not covered by Seller’s FAA issued Technical Standard Order (TSO), Parts Manufacture Approval (PMA) or Production Certificate, Seller’s shipping documents must have the following legend:

“This item has been produced under the authorization of McDonnell Douglas Corporation, Douglas Aircraft Company, Production Certificate No. 27.”

5. Transmit notification of Bill of Lading and packing sheet numbers within 24 hours to the MDC Purchasing Representative at the following address:

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CORPORATION
MILITARY TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
2401 E. WARDLOW RD.
LONG BEACH, CA 90807
ATTN (See the PO/Contract for the Buyer’s name and mail code)

Seller shall provide three (3) copies of the shipping documents to MDC Purchasing Representative at the above address as soon as possible after shipment. Telex. No. DOUGLAS AIR, 674357 OR 674994.

6. For assistance in shipping to MDC’s customer, as indicated on the PO/Contract, contact the MDC Traffic & Customs Department at (310) 593-5700.